heavy clouds

by Robert Voisey

Voice

Piano

sleep

heav - y clouds leak in to my mind

bring-ing thoughts un-seen to the light but are noc-tur-nal to

poetry and composition copyrighted by the composer
frolic at night
fall and slumber to slow in to deep
piu intense
nothing
enveloping slee...
flowing Streams
by Robert Voisey

Voice

Piano

touch my lips my eyes close I dream clouds cotton candy lo-li-pops and

chocolate streams flowing in my mind of succulence pink clouds sweet lips
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touch my dreams flowing in streams of love
blank pages
by Robert Voisey

blank pages of the mind

walk orderly in time to life that is mine but the same in kind
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walking from a dream or am I falling asleep I drift in and out of reality not knowing which is fantasy
poetry gone

by Robert Voisey
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lost in the tracks of time
sleeping alone

hiding in the shadows of my mind
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used to see but now I will be forever blind